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Play SCRABBLEÃ¢â€žÂ¢ every day with this fun, feature-filled collector's calendar! Over 150 million

SCRABBLEÃ¢â€žÂ¢ games have been sold WORLD. Practice each day of 2014 or go

head-to-head challenging a friend or colleague with this popular YIAB calendar.
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There are a lot of errors, (i.e. they accidentally put in Collins 3-letter words, they mispelled EXUVIAE

"EKUVIAE" and "AUREOLAE" they misspelled "AUREOLIE"), but despite it's flaws I highly

recommend it for any tournament Scrabble player.

My other half loves this - especially the tips and challenges. Has only been through 42 days so far,

but this is fun. We scrabble for fun and we're both hoping he will be a better player, so I'll only win

about 50% of the time instead of... about 98%.

I was excited to get this as a gift and so far it's ok. I like having a desk calendar and it's sort of fun,

but for me itI would rather just play the game.

The day just isn't right if it doesn't start with this exercise. What's coffee? A puzzle is much more of

a wake-up.

Avid Scrabble players looking for daily scrabble challenges with this calendar may be disappointed.



I know I was. Six different themes rotate throughout the year.RACK MATCH depicts a scrabble

board with a word played on it. You are given 7 letter tiles and have to play to beat the score of the

word already played. The answer that appears on the next page gives an answer, but without

showing where it should be placed on the board. Sometimes this is evident from the letter it uses in

an existing word, but not always. This was by far the most interesting feature for me. But alas, it only

comes around once a week.In 7-LETTER SCRABBLER, you are given a rack of 7 letters and have

to try to form a 7-letter word. There is no board to play on, just the rack. Placing them on the board

is the more challenging part of making 7-letter words, but that element of play is missing here.TIPS

& TRICKS gives helpful hints, tips, and strategies for playing. It's not really a secret that adding -ed

or -ing to the end of a word creates a new word, or that playing a two-letter word is better than

swapping tiles or being penalized for them. The kind of tips and tricks listed are strategies you learn

just from playing.WORD CHALLENGE gives a word and you decide whether you would challenge it

or not in a real Scrabble game. This is one of the lamest pages, in my opinion.WORD OF THE DAY

reveals a rarely used, high-scoring word. Nothing to do here but read.In HOOKS, a word is given

and you decide which letter of the alphabet could be added to make a new word. Yawn.So I give

this calendar 3 stars. Between the filler material, there are a handful of (sometimes) fun

challenges.Admittedly, I had false expectations for this calendar. This isn't a bad calendar if what

I've described above is what you're looking for. But I was looking for once-a-day Scrabble

challenges. The book SCRABBLE Puzzles Volume 1 or one of the many other similar volumes of

Scrabble puzzles are much more interesting for me.
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